
 FUMC ESL 9-11-2017 Advanced Lesson

Group members-- pick one topic and speak on that topic for 3 or 4 minutes, answering 
the questions that go with the paragraph. Then lead a discussion of the group about the 
topic. Teachers should act as advisors and offer comments only if needed to clarify or 
explain something that comes up. Allow the students to run the discussion.

1. Many cities are relying on toll roads to help pay for highway construction. Do you think this is 
a good plan? Are there lots of toll roads in your country? Do you object to paying tolls to drive on 
a road?

2. Do you enjoy having music playing during everything you do? Are you able to study and listen 
to music? Are you able to go to sleep with music playing? Does it bother you when others play 
their music loud enough for you to hear? Do you appreciate piped in background music that 
plays at the mall or in elevators?

3. Recently there has been a lot of trouble on airlines caused by people reclining their seats. 
Smaller people often need to recline their seat to prevent being pitched forward. Larger people 
with long legs are very uncomfortable when the seat in front of theirs is reclining. Which side are 
you on, recline or not recline? Airlines say they have to maximize the number of seats to keep 
ticket prices low on flights. What is the answer for this problem?

4. Anti-littering campaigns encourage people to throw their trash in a can, not on the street. Do 
you think these campaigns are effective? Do they work in your country? What would you do if 
someone walking with you threw their trash on the street? Would you ever ask a stranger to put 
their trash in the can instead of throwing it down?

There is an error in some of the sentences in each paragraph. Some of the sentences are 
correct. Find the errors and tell how to correct them.

1.Raj still calls me on every day. He says he loves me and he won’t give me up. He still thinks 
one day I will agree for him.

2.I felt so loss in Spain. I don’t speak Spanish and I couldn’t find anyone to give me directions. I 
kept asking everyone, “Do you talk English?”.

3.The accountants are here for a audit of our procedures. Get out your account books for their 
to check. Please stay with to answer any questions they might have.

4.Financially speaking, Bill’s lifestyle change has worked out well. Though it has been very hard 
on his wife and children. They were uprooted from they home and schools. It have been tough.

5.Judge by the results of the election, I would say most Texans are conservative. They continue 
elect very conservative candidates.




